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Do I make enough space for
prayer?

•
Do I pursue intimacy with Jesus?

•
What is on my heart for

intercession?
•

Am I living in the power of the
Spirit?

•
Am I seeing personal revival?

•
Do I still feel pleasure?

•
Am I living in a state of peace?

•
Am I afraid or nervous?

•
Am I obedient to God’s

prompting?

Do I love the flock?
•

Is time a blessing or a curse?
•

Am I resting enough?
•

How are my relationships with
my friends?

•
Am I experiencing intimacy in

relationships?
•

Do I keep my promises?
•

How easy is it for me to trust
people?

•
Am I discipling others?

•
Is my family happy?

•
Am I sleeping/eating well?

•
Am I making myself vulnerable

to others?

Character
OUT

 Do I have a heart for the lost?
•

How often do I share my faith?
•

Do I leave time for relationships
with non-Christians?

•
Am I running the race with

perseverance?
•

Do I have a vision?
•

Am I dying to success?
•

Am I proud of the Gospel or
ashamed?

•
Am I a servant?

•
Do I find it easy to recognise

people of peace?
•

Can I take risks?
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Lifeskills ShapesHUDDLE
An Introduction

‘Huddle’ is the structure by which every member
of The Order of Mission engages with on-going

support and training.  Reflecting our
understanding that each one of us is both a

follower and a leader, members are both called
into a huddle, where they are led, and—over
time—call others into a huddle that they lead.

Christ-like character is the most fundamental
issue for leaders.  We also need to learn effective
leadership skills.  The questions on this card are a
tool to help us identify where God is wanting to
address our character.  There is a companion

card with questions to help us identify where God
is wanting to address our skills.  In each case, we
read through the questions, asking the Holy Spirit

to highlight the issue He wants to address.  It
might be an area where we need to allow Him to

change us, or an area where we need to
recognise the extent to which He already has—in

other words, we expect both the challenge to
repent and the encouragement of seeing the

kingdom break in.

The huddle leader is called to help the members
of their huddle in this process.  Lifeskills—the

Pattern of Life of the Order—provides the tools to
do so, and a summary of the shapes is found on
this card.  The relationship between the leader
and their huddle should be one of ‘low control,
high accountability’, whereby the leader is only

directive where appropriate, with the aim of
releasing the follower as a leader themselves; and
the follower gives their leader permission to hold
them accountable in both character and skills.


